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Sensing – Digital or Physical

Thinking – Algorithms - Analytics

Acting – Digital or Physical

Intelligent Autonomous System:



No computer is ever going to ask a new, reasonable question.

It takes trained people to do that.

- Grace Hopper, Computer Pioneer

b. 1906
Yale PhD
Compiler Development
UNIVAC – 1
COBOL
Rear Admiral – US Navy
Professor – Vassar
Consultant – DEC
National Medal of Technology
Presidential Medal of Freedom
USS Hopper



Square Root of Kids’ Math Anxiety: Their Parents’ Help

By JAN HOFFMAN AUGUST 24, 2015 1:53 PM
August 24, 2015 1:53 pm
NYTuimes

http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/author/jan-hoffman/


How an Algorithm Learned to Identify Depressed Individuals by Studying Their 
Instagram Photos

Your mental health is reflected in the images you choose to post on social 
media, say researchers who have trained a machine to spot depression on 
Instagram.

Emerging Technology from the arXiv August 19, 2016

https://www.technologyreview.com/profile/emerging-technology-from-the-arxiv/


High Frequency Trading



Robot Journalists



Autonomous Driving 



Robot Medicine…

trust, expertise…information (early detection…)



Chang and Tsao – CalTech - 2017        (220 ‘face cells’ used in facial recognition…)



Stanford - 2017



Therapeutic Robots



Automation and Labor (Economics…)



Generative Design…





As technology develops, robotics and machine 
learning will make greater inroads into 
activities that today have only a low technical 
potential for automation. New techniques, for 
example, are enabling safer and more 
enhanced physical collaboration between 
robots and humans in what are now 
considered unpredictable environments. 
These developments could enable the 
automation of more activities in sectors such 
as construction. Artificial intelligence can be 
used to design components in engineer-heavy 
sectors.

McKinsey and Co 2016 report



One of the biggest technological breakthroughs would come if 
machines were to develop an understanding of natural language on 
par with median human performance—that is, if computers gained 
the ability to recognize the concepts in everyday communication 
between people. In retailing, such natural-language advances would 
increase the technical potential for automation from 53 percent of 
all labor time to 60 percent. In finance and insurance, the leap 
would be even greater, to 66 percent, from 43 percent. In 
healthcare, too, while we don’t believe currently demonstrated 
technologies could accomplish all of the activities needed to 
diagnose and treat patients, technology will become more capable 
over time. Robots may not be cleaning your teeth or teaching your 
children quite yet, but that doesn’t mean they won’t in the future.



Autonomous Weapons

‘meaningful human control’

proximity, hierarchy, guilt

targeting based on data collection of individuals… 





“Of course, the bot wasn’t coded to be racist, but it “learns” from those it 
interacts with. And naturally, given that this is the Internet, one of the first 
things online users taught Tay was how to be racist, and how to spout back ill-
informed or inflammatory political opinions.”

Microsoft silences its new A.I. bot Tay, after Twitter users teach it racism

Tech Crunch March 2014
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